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Bonus Up To ₹11,000 
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Claimvisit the website
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Why use 22Bet in India?
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22Bet is among the most popular betting sites in India - and for good reason - they offer one of the largest selections of betting markets available anywhere.
Details about 22Bet:
✔️ Large selection of cricket betting markets
✔️ Some of the highest betting odds in India
✔️ Lucrative bonuses and promos available
✔️ Low Minimum Deposit: INR 175
22Bet Rating: Highly Recommended 👍🏼
Visit 22Bet Now













Is 22Bet Legal for Indians?

Yes, 22Bet can be legally used by Indians.
22Bet is an international betting site based in Europa, and therefore, it is not considered illegal in India.
Indian players can freely use 22Bet, provided that players do not reside in a state where online betting is prohibited.
Is 22Bet Safe to Use?
22Bet is considered a very safe betting site to use.
The site has been around since 1997, making it one of the oldest online betting sites still in existence. If 22Bet wasn't safe, it surely wouldn't have been around for that long.
22Bet is a registered company with a physical headquarter located in Cyprus, and they are regulated by the Kahnawake Gambling Authorities (license number 00867).
In summary: 22Bet is regarded as a fairly safe betting site. You can deposit money and play on 22Bet with ease, knowing your funds are securely stored.




    Give 22Bet a Try
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Hello dear reader. If you're ready to learn more about 22Bet in India then you're in the right place.
My name is Tomesh Kulkarni and I'm a certified (sort of) betting site expert with multiple years of experience using betting sites in India.
Please, take my hand, and I'll guide you through the pros and the cons, and everything else that's worth knowing about 22Bet India!
Analysed by Tomesh Kulkarni April 5, 2024
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What You Need to Know About 22Bet
	22Bet website languages: English, Hindi, and more.
	Account creation time: 1-2 maximum.
	Deposit with: Indian payment methods like UPI, PhonePe, bank transfer, and more.
	Minimum deposit: INR 175.
	Customer support: available via live chat or email.
	Betting app: Available for Android and iOS.
	Welcome bonus: 22Bet has an INR 10,000 deposit bonus for all new players.
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22Bet Bonus Overview


	Turnover	5x
	Minimum odds	1.40
	Bonus code	No Code
	Maximum bonus amount	INR 11,000
	Minimum deposit	INR 80
	Expiration time	7 days
	Bonus currency	INR









22Bet score


	One of the biggest sportsbooks in India
	Great welcome bonus with low wagering
	Higher betting odds compared to market average

	Betting platform looks outdated
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22Bet screenshots
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22Bet Cricket
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22Bet Live Betting
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22Bet Online Casino





22Bet quick facts
	Website	
www.22bet.com
	Game Types	Sports betting & casino games
	Deposit methods	UPI, Paytm, NetBanking, Skrill, Neteller, Cryptocurrency, etc.
	Withdrawal methods	UPI, Paytm, NetBanking, Skrill, Neteller, Bank Transfer, Cryptocurrency and more
	Betting functions	Live Betting & Cash Out
	Casino game types	Slot Machines, Table Games and Live Casino Tables
	Accepts Indian Rupees	MicroGaming, NetEnt, Habanero
	Apps	Available on iPhone & Android Devices
	Support	24/7 Live Chat & E-mail Support
	Owner	Marikit Holdings Ltd
	Founded Year	2017
	Headquarter	Chrysanthou, Cyprus







22Bet Review


In this review, we will give you the full story 22Bet -- how good is 22Bet? Should you join, or should you stay as far away as possible?We will now go through the good and the bad sides of 22Bet, so you can decide if this is the right betting site for you!
What we like about 22Bet 👍🏽
✔️ 22Bet is one of the biggest sportsbooks in India
If you are a sports betting fan, and if you enjoy betting on a multitude of different sports, then 22Bet is the perfect place for you!
The sportsbook on 22Bet is incredibly large and consists of more than 50 different sports with thousands of different betting options.
22Bet gives you more than 50 different sports to bet on -- more than any other betting site in India!
You can bet on all the most popular sports, from cricket to kabaddi, including the more obscure sports like alpine skiing, darts, and even the weather!
So if you're the type of player who likes to try out new things and bet on a range of different sports, you should check out 22Bet now!



✔️ 22Bet is an excellent betting site for Indians
22Bet is well-geared towards Indian players. 
22Bet accepts Indian Rupees and they make it easy for Indians to deposit and withdraw money using common Indian payment methods like UPI, Paytm, Indian NetBanking, Cryptocurrency, and more!
22Bet is available in both English and Hindi as well as many other languages.
On 22Bet, you can bet on various Indian events, ranging from the IPL to the Indian Super League.
These attributes combined make 22Bet an awesome betting site for Indians!



    Join 22Bet Now
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What we dislike about 22Bet 👎🏽
Although there are a lot of good things to say about 22Bet, we also need to tell you about the not-so-great things, so you can objectively decide if 22Bet is the right betting site for you or not.
Here are some of the main things that we did not like about 22Bet:

❌ The 22Bet website is outdated and slow
The 22Bet website is a bit old, which means that it may take a bit longer to load than newer betting sites. 
The website itself is also just not as smooth or attractive when compared with modern sites like Betway.
Another reason behind the slow loading times on 22Bet is the immense number of betting options on the site. There is so much on display, and that makes the website very heavy to load, especially for people with slower internet connections.
The mobile experience is also not as good as what you see on some newer betting sites. 22Bet simply doesn't have the modern and responsive design that you find on new betting sites.

The Bottom Line 👉🏽
22Bet has a very old-school look and feel.
Some players enjoy the old-school betting experience and would consider this a good thing. Other people prefer a betting site that looks new and modern. That is a very personal decision that only you can make.
If you like old-school betting sites, 22Bet is right up your alley.
However, if you want everything to be new, new new, then we recommend checking out Betway instead.
22Bet offers all the functionality that you need to place bets on any major or minor sporting event in a simple and straightforward manner.
Setting up an account on 22Bet India is easy, and depositing money is also an absolute breeze.
In summary, we recommend 22Bet to players who want to join a good, international betting site and place bets on sports from around the world!




    Join 22Bet Now
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Questions & Answers about 22Bet




🇮🇳 Can Indian Players join 22Bet?
Yes! 22Bet accepts players from around the world, including India.
	Click here to join 22Bet or have a look around their amazing betting platform




₹ Can I deposit Indian Rupees on 22Bet?
Yes, you may deposit Indian Rupees on 22Bet.



💰 Does 22Bet have a welcome bonus?
Yes, 22Bet has a welcome bonus, and it's quite amazing!
If you're interested in getting your hands on one of the best welcome bonuses in India, then we highly encourage you to head over and check out 22Bet.
You won't regret it!



🏦 What is the best way to deposit money on 22Bet?
It's a tough question. 22Bet provides many great deposit methods. They accept everything from Skrill, to PayPal and even Cryptocurrency.
But if you have the option, then we really encourage you to deposit using a VISA Card or MasterCard. This is the fastest, cheapest and safest option you can find.
	Click here to deposit on 22Bet now.






22Bet Registration


Signing up on 22Bet is both easy and fast.
You don't need any specific documents to create an account on 22Bet - just a name and an email address!
	Follow the steps below to set up your account on 22Bet India now.


22Bet Signup
	Click the button to join 22Bet now
	Then click on the Register Now button
	Now type in a few details about yourself such as your name and your email address.

... and voila! your 22Bet account is created.
22Bet will now send you a confirmation email which you must confirm in order to activate your account.

That's all there is to it. Click the button below to create your 22Bet account now.



    Create 22Bet Account
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22 Bet welcome bonus india
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22 Bet india registration
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22 Bet Registration complete
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How to Deposit on 22Bet

Let us show you exactly how to deposit on 22Bet India
22Bet has done everything in its power to make the deposit and withdrawal process easy and seamless for Indian players. 
You can deposit with UPI on 22Bet!

They accept a large selection of the most convenient deposit methods for Indian players living in India as well as abroad.
Here are some of the many deposit methods you can use on 22Bet:

	UPI
	Paytm
	NetBanking
	VISA Card
	MasterCard
	Skrill
	Neteller
	Cryptocurrency (Bitcoin, Ethereum, Tron, etc.

... and many more!
22bet also has one of the most advanced payment sections, allowing you to make deposits and withdrawals with nearly any imaginable payment method.
So if you're ready to get started on 22Bet, then click the "Deposit Now" button below to make your deposit and receive a welcome bonus!




Deposit Now


22Bet review
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22Bet Welcome Bonus


Bonus Up To ₹11,000 
100% Deposit Bonus


Claim


When you register a new account with 22Bet, you will receive a deposit bonus of 100% up to ₹10,000. 
	For example: if you deposit Rs. 10,000 on 22Bet, they will give you an additional Rs. 10,000 on top of your original deposit, leaving you with a grand total of Rs. 20,000 to play with!

That's a pretty big bonus. Actually, it's bigger than any other betting bonus available to Indian players.
How to get the 22Bet Welcome Bonus
	Click the button to claim your 22Bet bonus.
	Create a new 22Bet account - it only takes a minute.
	Deposit a minimum of 80 rupees to your new account using any of their convenient deposit options.

That’s pretty much all it takes!


22Bet Bonus Terms & Conditions
The following terms and conditions apply to this bonus:
	Bonus must be wagered within 7 days, after which it expires.
	Bonus must be wagered 5 times with accumulator bets.
	Accumulator bets must have at least three selections of odds 1.40 or higher to qualify
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Sport bonus:
Bonus Up To ₹11,000 
100% Deposit Bonus


Claim


Turnover: 5x bonus amount
Lowest odds: 1.40
Bonus code: No Code



Let’s take a closer look at 22Bet...
As you enter the website of 22Bet, you get the experience of being on a classic, old-school betting site.
22Bet doesn’t have all the same flashy features that you find on most modern betting sites -- it’s more minimalistic and spartan.
This is not necessarily a bad thing. It's actually quite nice that they don’t try to push promotions or advertisements at you all the time.
It’s a very laid-back experience for the people who just want to place wagers and not have to worry about too much.

We will now take a look at the 22Bet sportsbook, so you can get a closer look at the many betting options they offer!
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22Bet Sportsbook


As you enter the 22Bet sportsbook, the first thing you will notice is the immense number of different events you can bet on.

In the center of the screen, you will see the featured events, which include some of the most popular games currently being played.
Just below that is a slider where you can select some of the most popular sports on Bet22 such as football, cricket, and horse racing.
In the sidebar on the left-hand side, you can scroll down to view the many available sports which you can bet on.
22Bet has a huge sportsbook which contains more than 50 different sports you can bet on!
Click on a specific sport, and this will open up a sub-menu where you can see all the leagues and tournaments that you can bet on within that sport.
We click on the cricket button and decide to take a closer look at the cricket betting options on 22Bet.





22Bet Cricket Betting


Cricket fans in India will be very happy to hear that 22Bet offers cricket betting on all of the major (as well as many smaller) cricket tournaments from around the world.
This includes our very own Indian Premier League, as well as the Vijay Hazare Trophy, the Big Bash League in Australia, South Africa's Mzansi Super League, and many others!
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On 22Bet, you can also bet on our Indian cricket team, as they participate in the various international tournaments, such as test matches, ODI's, T20 series, and much more.
Furthermore, the site doesn't just cover the Indian team, but it extends to all of the other top cricket nations in the world.
You need to visit 22Bet to understand the vastness of the cricket betting market on the site!
International cricket lovers can bet on the Gandhi-Mandela series between India and South Africa, as well as the Ashes between England and Australia, and many other exciting international cricket matches.


22Bet Cricket Betting Options
Players will find a large selection of different cricket betting options on 22Bet.
This includes betting on match results, runs, wickets, balls, overs, innings, super overs, boundaries, sixes, partnerships, individual player stats, and other incredible options. 

You can also place more specific bets, such as how many runs will be scored with the first ball of the match, the direction of the first boundary, total runs after a specific number of overs, modes of dismissals, highest partnerships, player performances, and lots of other exciting possibilities.
22Bet also has a section where you can place long-term bets (often referred to as Outrights).
Long-term bets allow you to predict the outcomes of entire tournaments rather than specific matches. Some of the long-term bets we found on 22Bet include the next Ashes series, the ICC T20 World Cup, and of course, the Indian Premier League.








As you can see, there are endless opportunities for cricket betting on 22Bet.
Click the button below to join 22Bet and start betting on cricket now!



    Join 22Bet Now
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View more cricket betting sites
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Learn more about IPL Betting






22Bet Football Betting


Cricket may be the number one sport in India, but many Indians are also taking an increasing interest in football, and this has resulted in more Indians looking to bet on football.
Indians looking to bet on football should definitely take a closer look at 22Bet. Being a betting site with a large European audience, 22Bet scores very highly in the football betting department
22Bet offers one of the largest football betting markets in the world!
When you click on the football betting option on 22Bet, you will gain access to the huge football selection on the site.
The sportsbook does not only include the big leagues in England, Spain and Italy, but it goes far deeper than that, covering matches from places like Botswana, Antigua and Barbuda and Myanmar!
Of course, our Indian Super League and I-League are adequately covered on 22Bet. 
Do you support Goa or Bengaluru? Mumbai City or Chennaiyin? Do you feel like putting your money where your mouth is? Go ahead and back your favorite team on 22Bet!
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The football betting options are diverse and dynamic, ensuring a thrilling betting experience.
You can also check out the long-term bets section to place your outright football bets. One other thing that will interest football bettors on 22Bet is the Enhanced Daily Specials.
These are a series of special bets from selected football matches, offered at boosted odds. Football betting is great fun on 22Bet.
If you are ready to join in the adventure, go ahead and sign up on 22Bet now!



    Bet on football now



22Bet Kabaddi Betting


If you want to bet on kabaddi, one of the most popular sports in India, then we invite you to check out 22Bet, as 22Bet is one of the sites with kabaddi betting!

There is only a limited number of kabaddi betting sites, and 22Bet is one of them!
On 22Bet, you can bet on kabaddi matches from the Pro Kabaddi League (PKL), as well as a selection of international kabaddi matches.
If you want to bet on kabaddi, then 22Bet is definitely a great place to get started.
Click the button below to join 22Bet and start placing those kabaddi bets now!




    Bet on kabaddi



Alternatively, you can check out the other kabaddi betting sites in India by clicking the button below.
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View all kabaddi betting sites






22Bet Esports Betting


While browsing through the sportsbook on 22Bet, we were surprised to discover that there is a really large amount of esports you can bet on.
Esports is something that is growing increasingly popular all over the world, including right here in India. Several Indian esports teams are performing very well on the global stage, and we also have quite a few local esports tournaments taking place.
This has fueled the interest in esports betting in India, and 22Bet seems to have picked up on this trend and started to offer a massive amount of esports betting options.
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On 22Bet, you can place bets on anything from Counter-Strike to League of Legends, Tekken, FIFA, and even Angry Birds!

If you're interested in esports betting then 22Bet is the place the be.
22Bet is the undisputed champion of e-sports betting. You can bet on pretty much any game of your choice.
Click the button below to join 22Bet and start placing bets on your favorite esports now.



    Join 22Bet



22Bet Sportsbook: Our Opinion 👍🏼👎🏼
All in all the sportsbook here on 22Bet is really large and full of different sports you can bet on. 22Bet covers a wide variety of different sports with thousands of different bets you can place.
In the review above, we have barely scratched the surface of what's available in the 22Bet sportsbook. You will also find many other sports, such as ice hockey, badminton as well as American football, baseball, and basketball, and much more.
You can also find quite a few Asian sports like Muay Thai and other kinds of martial art on 22Bet.
22Bet definitely provides some interesting betting options for any audience, whether you are an Indian player, a European, or an Asian -- it is great to see a betting site try to appeal to as many players as possible.

If you like what you've heard so far, and if you want to give the amazing 22Bet sportsbook a try, then hit the button below to sign up now!



    Try the sportsbook now




Live Betting on 22Bet


Another great feature of 22Bet is its vibrant live betting service, which spans a wide range of sports. 22Bet places great importance on live betting.
When you open the 22Bet website, you will find a list of live events prominently displayed on the home page.
22Bet offers live betting on hundreds of different sporting events.
To get into the main live betting section, click on "Live" and browse through the great array of sports on offer.
You will be able to place live bets on cricket, football, tennis, basketball, horse racing, ice hockey, table tennis, volleyball, and many more.
22Bet offers a fantastic live betting service with plenty of options!
If live betting on esports is your thing, then you should dash over to 22Bet now. This bookmaker has an impressive esports market, offering bettors an incredible range of esports to live bet on. 
When you have selected the sport of your choice, you will find the available live events neatly arranged on the 22Bet site. You can then choose the match that interests you, and explore the wonderful live betting options.
To boost your chances of winning your live bets, make use of the several tools available on 22Bet. There are the in-game stats and virtual live feeds, while the bookmaker also live streams some selected events.
Because you have access to these tools and can adjust your bets based on in-game changes, live betting gives you a great chance of making winnings.






22Bet Online Casino
Moving on to the 22Bet online casino. As you click on the casino button in the top of the screen, you are directed to a new page where you can view all the different slot machines available on 22Bet.
It is unclear exactly how many slot machines they have, but we can definitely see that they have quite a few, including some of the more popular ones from NetEnt like Starburst and Jack and the Beanstalk.
The rest of the slot machines are pretty unknown, but there are lots of choices, so most players would probably be able to find a few machines they like. All slot machines are also available in free play.
This means that you can try out the different machines without putting any money at stake. It's a great way to get familiar with a machine before risking real money.



Play online slots for free on 22Bet
All slot machines on 22Bet can be played for free with virtual money. This is a great feature that lets you practise any slot machine you like before wagering any real money.







Apart from that, Bet22 does not offer any virtual table games. If you want to play table games like Blackjack, Baccarat, and Roulette, you will have to make use of the live casino.
You find the live casino in the top left corner menu. The live casino at 22Bet is actually very big. They have quite a few different choices here. You will find over 50 different table games, each with several tables available.
As you enter the live casino, you will see that most of the top games are from Evolution Gaming which is one of the top game providers in live casino. They provide a really great and authentic casino experience with very professional dealers and a high level of security.



[image: 22Bet-Live-Casino]In the 22Bet Live Casino you can gamble on 4 tables at any time. Warning: this strategy is only for true high rollers.

Moving down the list we see table games by other lesser-known game providers such as Asia Gaming and SA Gaming. It looks like these games are mostly there to address the site's Asian player base.
At the bottom of the list, there is even a game that has a naked blond lady dealer. I get the urge to try this game, but then quickly decide to move on. I would probably spend all my money there...
Anyway, talking about money, 22Bet Casino offers a very generous casino bonus which we will now take a closer look at!





22Bet Casino Bonus


Bonus Up To ₹25,000 
100% Deposit Bonus


Claim


When creating a new casino account at 22Bet Casino, you can get your hands on a bonus worth up to Rs. 25,000.
By using this deposit bonus, 22Bet will match your first deposit up to a maximum of 25,000 rupees.
So if you deposit 25,000, they will give you an additional 25,000, leaving you with a total of Rs. 50,000 to play any of their amazing casino games!
How to get the 22Bet Casino Bonus

	Click on the button to claim your casino bonus now.
	Create a new 22Bet account - it's fast and easy!
	Deposit a minimum of 80 rupees to your new account.

That’s pretty much all it takes!


22Bet Casino Bonus Terms & Conditions
The following terms and conditions apply to this bonus:
	Bonus must be wagered within 7 days, after which it expires.
	Bonus must be wagered 50 times in the casino.
	This bonus is not valid in conjunction with other promotions.
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Casino bonus:
Bonus Up To ₹25,000 
100% Deposit Bonus


Claim


Turnover: 50x bonus amount
Free Spins: 
Bonus code: No Code



What makes 22Bet great for Indian players?
With its expansive sportsbook and large betting options, 22Bet guarantees a great betting experience. The bookmaker covers our favourite sports extensively, with large betting markets in cricket, football, kabaddi, horse racing, tennis and many other sports.
There’s a very Indian feel about the 22Bet website, as it accepts Indian Rupees and gives Indian bettors the option of changing their browsing language setting to Hindi! The payment options are diverse and very convenient, while the customer service is very good. How can we forget the welcome bonus? New customers get 100% of their first deposits, up to a maximum value of 10,000 Rupees.
Are you ready to be part of the wonderful world of online gambling on 22Bet? Open an account now and join in the fun!



    Join 22Bet Now



Best Betting Sites in India
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Bonus Up To ₹20,000 
150% Deposit Bonus



Claim

	

[image: 1xBet]1xBet


120% Up To ₹66,000 
Exclusive Bonus Code: MYBVIP



Claim
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Bonus Up To ₹11,000 
100% Deposit Bonus



Claim
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200% Up To ₹20,000



Claim
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Bonus Up To ₹20,000
300% Deposit Bonus
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₹44,000 Welcome Package + ₹1,000 in Free Bets (Special Offer) 
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Bonus Up To ₹32,000
 150% Deposit Bonus 
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100% up to ₹11,000
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Win upto ₹500,000 in IPL Prize Pool!
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Free Bets Up To ₹20,000
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22Bet at a glance


Accepts Indian Players: Yes
Accepts Indian Rupees: Yes
Established: 1997
Headquarters: Cyprus.
Services: Sports Betting, Virtual Sports, Casino, Live Casino, Lottery.





22Bet Payment Methods


22Bet accepts Indian Rupees and you can deposit via a wide range of convenient deposit methods.
22Bet accepts the following methods of deposit:
	UPI
	Paytm
	NetBanking
	MasterCard
	Skrill
	Neteller
	Cryptocurrency (Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc)
	And more

Click the button below to get started and make your deposit now.



    Deposit Now

22Bet Withdrawal
How to withdraw money from 22Bet
On 22Bet, you must withdraw money using the same method that was used to deposit. Alternatively, you can always withdraw using a bank transfer.
Example: If you made a deposit on 22Bet with Paytm, you can withdraw using Paytm OR bank transfer.




22Bet Articles
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How to deposit on 22Bet in India



22Bet Customer Service


22Bet customer service can be characterized by the following two words: slow but helpful. It takes a little time to get a hold of a customer service agent, but once you get through to one, they are very helpful.
Note: When you access 22Bet through the Hindi version, you will automatically be connected with an Indian customer service agent. This can be very helpful because an Indian person often understands exactly the challenges you are facing. 

Email: support-en@22bet.com
Live Chat: Available 24/7




    Contact Support Now



22Bet India


22Bet is an excellent choice for Indian players. They offer a decent selection of Indian cricket betting, and lots of horse racing.
They have so many different deposit methods (including UPI and Paytm). And of course, they accept Indian rupees.
There is little doubt that 22Bet is a great betting site and online casino for Indian players.
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Best Betting Sites in India
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Parimatch
Bonus Up To ₹20,000 
150% Deposit Bonus
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1xBet
120% Up To ₹66,000 
Exclusive Bonus Code: MYBVIP
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22Bet
Bonus Up To ₹11,000 
100% Deposit Bonus
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Dafabet
200% Up To ₹20,000
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Fun88
Bonus Up To ₹20,000
300% Deposit Bonus
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Bettilt
₹44,000 Welcome Package + ₹1,000 in Free Bets (Special Offer) 
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10Cric
Bonus Up To ₹32,000
 150% Deposit Bonus 
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BC.Game
100% up to ₹11,000
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Rajabets
Win upto ₹500,000 in IPL Prize Pool!
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LeonBet
Free Bets Up To ₹20,000
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Best Online Casinos in India
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1xBet
Bonus Up To ₹120,000 
100% Deposit Bonus


Claim
The value of this welcome bonus in Indian rupees will depend on the current EUR/INR exchange rate
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22Bet
Bonus Up To ₹25,000 
100% Deposit Bonus
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Dafabet
100% Up To ₹8,000
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Bettilt
100% Bonus Up To ₹1,00,000
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Betwinner
100% Up To ₹127,000
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Cricbaba
Bonus Up To ₹30,000
100% Deposit Bonus
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BetShah
1 Lakh Welcome Package +₹5,000 in Free Bets
On First 3 Deposits
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Casumo
150% Bonus Up To ₹15,000 
+101 rupees every day for luck!
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Shangri La
100% Up To ₹60,000
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Betway
50%  Bonus Up To  ₹2,500
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22Bet News & Promotions
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Get IPL Cashback on 22bet When You Lose a Bet


IPL

31 March 2022


[image: Friday Reload Bonus: Get up to Rs. 8,000 in bonus money on 22Bet every Friday!]
Friday Reload Bonus: Get up to Rs. 8,000 in bonus money on 22Bet every Friday!

8 July 2021


[image: Join the weekly race by 22Bet - play for a share of €3,000!]
Join the weekly race by 22Bet - play for a share of €3,000!


Casino

20 March 2019
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22Bet bonus


	
  Bonus Up To ₹11,000 
100% Deposit Bonus

	Turnover: 5x bonus amount
	Minimum odds: 1.40
	Bonus code: No Code
	Maximum bonus amount: 11,000 INR
	Minimum deposit: 80 INR
	Expiration time: 7 days
	Bonus currency: INR



Claim offer now
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22Bet casino bonus


	
  Bonus Up To ₹25,000 
100% Deposit Bonus

	Turnover: 50x bonus amount
	Bonus code: No Code
	Maximum bonus amount: 25,000 INR
	Minimum deposit: 80 INR
	Expiration time: 7 days
	Bonus currency: INR



Claim casino offer now



You might also like
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                        WHAT IS MYBETTING?

MyBetting is your portal to all things betting. We provide you with all the information you need about online betting in India: how to find a betting site, how to deposit (and withdraw) money from betting sites, how to get a welcome bonus, place bets, and much more. We are your one-stop-shop for all things related to betting in India. 
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